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European air capacity set to grow
strongly in July as restrictions ease
While May saw very little growth in air travel services across
Europe compared with April, airlines across the continent are
now gradually ramping up operations (mostly domestic), with
international services set to grow rapidly during the month of
July.
Analysis of schedules from Cirium Data and Analytics shows
that scheduled seat capacity across Europe’s airports was down
89% in April, 84% in May and 80% in June. However, this is an
underestimate as Wizz Air (and to a lesser extent Corendon)
appeared to maintain (and even grow) their operations during
this period, which was clearly not the case. This led some
analysts to claim that Wizz Air was now the biggest airline in
Europe. It is not.
July schedule data not yet trustworthy for many airlines
Sadly, the schedule data for July is currently unreliable. While
some airlines have started to file believable figures, others have
not. British Airways (down 73%), Eurowings (down 71%),
Finnair (down 81%), KLM (down 68%) and Ryanair (down 58%)
appear to have published data that is likely to be close to what
they will operate, the likes of Air France (down just 6%), easyJet
(+5%), LOT Polish Airlines (+12%), TUI Airways (+14%) and
Turkish Airlines (+7%) do not yet appear to have chosen to
share their actual expected operations starting in just over two
weeks.
Eurocontrol data for 10 June
While accurate schedule data remains at the whim of the
airlines who provide it, Eurocontrol statistics look only at what
flights have actually operated. Their most recent detailed
figures (for Wednesday 10 June) show that thanks to a major
increase in domestic operations, Turkish Airlines is currently the
busiest in Europe with over 300 daily
flights. Cargo operator DHL is now
second just, ahead of Norwegian
domestic operator Widerøe.

The leading international country pair was UK-US which ranked
ninth. Schedule data shows British Airways operating daily
flights from Heathrow to six US cities, while American Airlines
(four), Delta Air Lines (two) and United Airlines (two) are also
showing daily flights. These must be predominantly cargo
flights, as, at present, the US is still imposing a ban on all UK
residents wishing to visit the US. It is not clear how long this
ban will stay in effect.
What happened to Europe’s level playing field?
As Europe’s major flag-carriers (often now with government
financial support) take to the skies once more, there appear to
be a number of attempts to distort the fairly level playing field
created within the EU by the introduction of open-skies many
years ago. Apart from the legally debatable issue of state aid
being used to prop up historically unprofitable airlines, France’s
support of Air France may be linked to a reduction in
“unnecessary” domestic flights, and Austria is adding an
environmental factor to its support of its flag-carrier, while also
planning to impose a minimum ticket price (of €40) on all
sectors, while also attempting to discourage flights of under
350 kilometres. It may be no coincidence that Vienna has
become a battleground for (U)LCCs in recent years, with
easyJet, Eurowings, Lauda, LEVEL and Wizz Air all flighting for a
share of the apparently lucrative Austrian market.
The EU is expected to announce, before the end of June, some
kind of guidelines on intra-EU air travel. At present rules
regarding the crossing of land borders between the member
states vary considerably by country, so it will be a challenge to
find pan-European agreement with regard to air travel.
Meanwhile, the airlines will do what they can to provide
services, where allowed, to meet expected demand.

There are still three cargo airlines among
the top 15 (shown in red) and one
helicopter operator (shown in green).
Seven European flag-carriers are in the
top 15, as well as Pegasus Airlines, Qatar
And so the recovery of aviation in Airways and Wizz Air. Europe’s other
Europe is beginning. Many airlines major (U)LCCs are currently conspicuous
by their absence.

have already resumed some, mostly
domestic, operations. International
operations are more complex as some
countries have taken unilateral action
on imposing restrictions, while others
are waiting for pan-European guidance.

Five of Europe’s seven busiest airports in
2019 (by passenger numbers) fill the top
five positions for aircraft movements on
10 June, with Istanbul just edging out
Paris CDG and Frankfurt. Airports with a
big cargo presence, such as Leipzig/
Halle, Cologne Bonn and East Midlands
In this issue we take a closer look at are starting to slip down the rankings as
the main bases of Eurowings and passenger traffic starts to pick up.

Vueling, France’s second busiest
airport and Cyprus. Plus a look at the
UK summer holiday market, miniprofiles of three airports and analysis
of the handful of actual new routes
that launched during the last four
weeks.

Three Norwegian airports (shown in red)
continue to appear in the top 11 thanks
to the importance of that country’s
domestic air travel, as a result of difficult
and time-consuming ground transport
links.
Domestic links lead the way
According to Eurocontrol, nine of the

Ralph Anker top 10 country-pair markets last week
ralph@anker-report.com were domestic, with Norway (126 flights
per day) well ahead of Turkey (87) and
Germany (71). Domestic markets in
Spain, France, Italy, Greece, Sweden and
even the UK make the top 10.
During the last month, Volotea
announced plans to add over 40 new
domestic routes this summer, primarily
in Italy and Spain, but also in France and
Greece.
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Vueling’s Barcelona base has seen flights to almost 170 destinations;
over 100 still served
In 2019, Vueling’s base in Barcelona was the second
largest (U)LCC base in Europe, as measured by flights and
seats, beaten only by Pegasus Airlines’s Istanbul SAW
base. This made it bigger than Ryanair’s bases at London
STN and Dublin (ranked third and fifth respectively) and
easyJet’s base at London LGW (ranked fourth).
Almost 170 routes tried in 15 years
Since launching operations in July 2004, Vueling has
offered non-stop service from the Spanish airport to
almost 170 destinations across Europe, Africa and the
Middle East. The airline’s network range peaked in the
summer of 2016 with over 140 destinations.
Since then, even though Vueling has continued to grow
its seat capacity in Barcelona, it has dropped some 40
routes while adding just four. As a result the average
weekly frequency on the routes it serves has grown from
9.4 flights per week in August 2016 to 14.4 flights per
week planned for August 2020.
Since 2014, Vueling has accounted for around 40% of
annual seat capacity in Barcelona, making it almost three
times as large as its nearest rival at the airport, Ryanair.
In 2019, the next three biggest carriers at the airport
were easyJet, Iberia and Norwegian.
Gatwick is #1 route for ASKs last summer
Vueling has a strong focus on domestic routes from its
Barcelona base. Looking at the airline’s top 15 routes for
ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) for last August, seven of
the routes are to other destinations in Spain, including
three in the Canary Islands and two in the Balearic
Islands. Despite 83 weekly flights, Palma de Mallorca
fails to make the top 15 for ASKs as the sector length is
just 200 kilometres. However, in terms of weekly flights,
Palma ranks third, beaten only by Menorca (96) and Ibiza
(91).
Among international routes, London LGW tops the
rankings, beating Paris ORY, Amsterdam, Athens, Rome
FCO, Lisbon and Milan MXP. The Gatwick route was also
served in August 2019 by easyJet (6-daily) and
Norwegian (2-daily).
The only new route planned for this summer is to Murcia
RMU, with 3-weekly service now set to launch in midJuly. The route was originally set to start at the end of
March. Among routes no longer expected to be served
this summer are two destinations in Morocco
(Casablanca and Fez) and two in the Nordic nations
(Gothenburg and Helsinki).
Among Vueling’s more unusual destinations planned for
S20 are Banjul (Gambia), Beirut (Lebanon), Dakar
(Senegal), Minsk (Belarus) and Tunis (Tunisia). At almost
3,600 kilometres, Banjul is the airline’s longest route.

Vueling’s network developments from Barcelona 2010-2020
Year

New destinations served from Barcelona

Destinations no longer served

2010

Amman, Ciudad Real, Edinburgh, Istanbul SAW, Ljubljana, Lleida, Tel Aviv

Casablanca, Paris CDG, Warsaw

2011

Bordeaux, Genoa, Heraklion, Mykonos, Nantes, Santorini, Toulouse, Zurich

Amman, Budapest, Edinburgh, Istanbul SAW, Ljubljana, Nice

2012

Aalborg, Almeria, Berlin TXL, Brest, Cardiff, Copenhagen, Edinburgh, Florence, Groningen,
Hamburg, Lanzarote, Lille, Lyon, Marseille, Munich, Nice, Nuremberg, San Sebastian,
Santander, Southampton, Split, Stockholm, Strasbourg, Tarbes/Lourdes, Zagreb

Ciudad Real, Jerez, Lleida

2013

Banjul, Bari, Beirut, Bergen, Bologna, Cagliari, Casablanca, Catania, Dortmund, Dresden,
Düsseldorf, Fez, Frankfurt, Fuerteventura, Gothenburg, Hannover, Helsinki, Kiev IEV, Kos,
London LGW, Luxembourg, Minsk, Nador, Olbia, Oran, Oslo, Pamplona, Reykjavik, Rennes,
Rhodes, Sofia, Stuttgart, Tangier, Turin, Valladolid

Groningen, Southampton, Verona

2014

Bastia, Belgrade, Budapest, Cluj-Napoca, Dakar, Geneva, Jerez, Kaliningrad, Kazan, Krakow,
La Palma, Larnaka, Leipzig, Paris CDG, Porto, Tallinn, Thessaloniki, Tunis, Warsaw, Yerevan

Tarbes/Lourdes

2015

Accra, Ancona, Basel, Belfast BHD, Birmingham, Brindisi, Corfu, Djerba, Dublin, Faro, Funchal,
Krasnodar, London LHR, Manchester, Moscow SVO, Rabat, Rotterdam, Sal, Samara, Trieste,
Verona, Zadar

2016

Constantine, Eindhoven, Leeds/Bradford, Liverpool, London LTN, Maastricht, Newcastle, Riga Belfast BHD, Djerba, Dortmund, Kos, Rhodes

2017

Valencia

Accra, Ancona, Constantine, Dresden, Leeds/Bradford, Kazan, Krasnodar,
Leipzig, Liverpool, Maastricht, Moscow SVO, Riga, Sal, Samara, Sofia,
Stavanger, Trieste, Verona, Yerevan

2018

Alghero

Cluj-Napoca, Eindhoven, Frankfurt, Luxembourg, Newcastle, Rotterdam

2019

Milan BGY

Bergen, Cardiff, Funchal, Kaliningrad, Larnaka, London LTN, Tallinn,
Thessaloniki, Warsaw

2020

Murcia RMU

Bastia, Brindisi, Casablanca, Fez, Gothenburg, Helsinki, Krakow, London
LHR, Zadar

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for January 2009 to December 2020.
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Cyprus growth slowed in 2019 after Cobalt collapse; Wizz Air set to
become leading carrier with Larnaka base and 11 new routes in July
The EU’s easternmost member is an island in the
Mediterranean, which is closer to Syria and Lebanon
than it is to any other EU member country. Unusually,
the country’s capital, Nicosia, is not served by flights.
Up until 1974 there were flights to Nicosia, but following
the Turkish invasion of the island the airport is now part
of the buffer zone and is used as the headquarters of the
UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus. The UK also operates
RAF Akrotiri, a facility with a 2,700-metre runway, close
to the city of Limassol, which is the country’s second
biggest city.
Impressive growth since 2015
Larnaka (in the east of the country) and Pafos (in the
west) are the two commercial airports serving the
Republic of Cyprus. Ercan serves Turkish-controlled
Northern Cyprus. The rest of this analysis will focus only
on Larnaka and Pafos.
Between 2000 and 2015 passenger numbers at the two
airports combined were between six million and eight
million per annum, with only modest changes from year
to year. However, in 2016 and 2017 demand grew by
more than 10%, thanks primarily to the launch of local
carrier Cobalt in July 2016 from Larnaka. The following
year also saw a new airline using the Cyprus Airways
brand take to the skies providing further growth.
With the collapse of Cobalt in October 2018, growth has
slowed, but both Larnaka (+1%) and Pafos (+6%)
reported passenger growth in 2019. Both airports are
highly seasonal with Larnaka traffic in August being over
three times higher than in January and February.
Ryanair #1 in 2019
Schedule data for the summer seasons (April to October)
of 2018 and 2019 reveals that no carrier is dominant in
Cyprus. Across both airports Ryanair led the way in 2019,
having overtaken both TUI Airways and Aegean/Olympic,
thanks to capacity growth of almost 25%. UK carriers
Jet2.com (+18%) and easyJet (+10%) both reported
significant growth last year, but Wizz Air (+41%) and
Cyprus Airways (+72%) were the fastest-growing airlines
in percentage terms.
As measured by additional departing seats, Ryanair
(+86.1k) just beat Wizz Air (+85.7k) and Cyprus Airways
(+78.3k). This helped offset the loss of over 360,000
departing seats from the demise of Cobalt.
Wizz Air to make Larnaka a base
Wizz Air looks set to become the biggest carrier in
Cyprus as it recently announced that it would be making
Larnaka its 28th base by placing two A320s at the airport
from July. In addition, 11 new routes (to seven different
countries) will be launched; to Austria (Salzburg),
Denmark (Billund and Copenhagen), Finland (Turku),
Germany (Dortmund, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden and
Memmingen), Greece (Athens and Thessaloniki), Poland
(Wroclaw) and Romania (Suceava).
All of these countries are on Cyprus’s list of permitted
arrivals, which should provide a welcome boost to the
country’s tourism industry this summer.
Tourist arrivals up 1% in 2019
According to government statistics, total tourism arrivals
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were up 1% to just under four million in 2019. By far the
biggest arrival market is the UK, which accounts for
almost one-third of all arrivals, followed by Russia, which
accounts for almost another 20%. Israel, Greece and
Germany round out the rest of the top five markets.
Unfortunately, the UK is not yet on the list of permitted
arrival countries and nor is Russia.
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Among the top 12 country markets for arrivals, 2019 saw
double-digit growth from Ukraine (+37%, helped by the
arrival of service from SkyUp Airlines), Israel (+26%,
helped by the arrival of Corendon services) and Norway
(+10%), while there were significant declines from
Germany (down 20%), Poland (down 10%), Switzerland
(down 9%) and Greece (down 8%).

4

UK summer holiday market in turmoil as UK government belatedly
imposes quarantine on nearly all international arrivals from 8 June
Much to the UK travel industry’s horror and dismay, the
UK has belatedly introduced rules for international
travellers arriving in the UK. As from Monday 8 June all
arrivals, whether they be residents of the UK returning
to the country, or foreign visitors, must quarantine for a
period of 14 days after arriving in the UK. There are
exceptions for certain worker categories and also for
arrivals from Ireland.
The government has said it will review its plan every
three weeks. What makes the decision more surprising is
that the UK had no such rules in place during the height
of the pandemic, when, as traffic statistics published in
the last issue of The ANKER Report showed, London’s
Heathrow Airport was the busiest in Europe for
passengers, handling over 200,000, or almost 7,000 per
day in April.

Jet2.com, which is now the third biggest UKheadquartered airline after easyJet and British Airways,
operates a highly seasonal network focusing on the UK
leisure market to sunnier and warmer destinations,
mostly in and around the Mediterranean. It has nine UK
bases and it had originally planned to resume flights on
15 June. This was then pushed back to 1 July. On
Monday 8 June the airline issued a statement confirming
that flights would now not resume until Wednesday 15
July. It will hope that this is the final such delay.
Spain is top market in summer peak
The UK peak for international travel is July and August,
when schools are on summer holidays, enabling families
to travel abroad together. A look at last year’s passenger

numbers from all UK airports during those two months,
reveals that Spain is by far the biggest country market
with 8.7 million passengers. In 2019, some 18 million UK
tourists visited Spain, representing 22% of the total
market. Spain, was followed by the USA (4.5 million),
Italy (3.4 million), and Greece and France (both 2.8
million).
However, the reliance on the UK travel market is much
greater for some of the smaller countries. One third of
all tourists to Cyprus come from the UK (see page 4).
Similarly, in Malta, UK tourists accounted for 24% of
arrivals in 2019, well ahead of Italy (14%) and France
(9%). Both of these countries have currently explicitly
ruled out allowing UK tourists to visit at this time.

The latest statistics suggest that the UK is still recording
more than twice as many new cases of COVID-19 and
deaths from the virus than any other country in western
Europe. This suggests that other countries should be far
more wary of welcoming UK visitors than the other way
round.
Rivals combine to challenge UK plan
The UK plan requires arrivals to provide contact details,
as well as an address, and there will be fines for people
who are caught not obeying the rules. Ryanair’s plainspeaking CEO Michael O’Leary has variously described
the plan as idiotic, nonsense, useless and unenforceable.
In an almost unprecedented move, British Airways,
easyJet and Ryanair have joined forces to file a formal
legal challenge to the government’s quarantine policy
and are demanding a judicial review in the High Court.
The industry body Airlines UK has said that the current
plan “would effectively kill off air travel”.
Jet2.com has already twice delayed resumption
British Airways is being heavily criticised in the UK media
for having stated that it may have to lay off 12,000 of its
45,000 staff and its short-term future at Gatwick is
uncertain. However, easyJet, Ryanair and Virgin Atlantic
have also all revealed plans to lay off a significant part of
their workforce.
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Paris Orly saw dip in traffic last year after Aigle Azur collapse and big
runway rebuild; international traffic growing as domestic declines
Although Paris CDG (with 76.2 million passengers in
2019) is the larger of the two main airports serving the
French capital, Paris Orly (with 31.9 million) is just 13
kilometres from downtown Paris, compared with 24
kilometres for CDG. Until CDG opened in 1974, it was
France’s busiest airport and still ranks as the country’s
second busiest, well ahead of third-ranked Nice (14.5
million passengers).
Between 2002 and 2019 passenger numbers have
increased by almost 40% from 23.1 million to almost 32
million, having peaked in 2018 at 33.1 million. Last year’s
decline can be explained by a combination of factors,
including the collapse of Aigle Azur in early September
and the closure of one of the airport’s two main runways
between August and November for complete
refurbishment.
Aigle Azur was the airport’s fifth biggest carrier in 2018
accounting for around 4% of seats, with well over 50% of
its capacity allocated on routes to Algeria.
Domestic traffic declining
Since 2002 domestic traffic at Orly has declined by
almost 30% thanks to the on-going improvements in the
French high-speed rail network. However, last year Air
France and its regional subsidiary HOP! still offered
regular domestic flights to 24 destinations in mainland
France and Corsica. This was down from 26 in 2018 with
the termination of flights to Agen (now served by
Chalair) and Lorient.
Whereas domestic traffic represented almost 60% of the
airport’s total in 2002, by 2019 this had fallen to just
30%. During the same period international traffic had
more than doubled from 9.4 million annual passengers
to 22.2 million.
Operational restrictions but capacity growth
According to COHOR, Orly’s normal hours of operation
are restricted to 06:00 to 23:19 for departures and from
06:20 to 23:29 for arrivals and there are also movement
limits during particular periods. The airport also reserves
a number of slots for PSO (Public Service Obligation)
services to French destinations.
There is also an imposed limit of 250,0000 annual
movements. Despite this, with improvements in terminal
infrastructure and the continued growth in passengers
per movement (thanks both to improved load factors
and larger aircraft), the airport expects to be able to
handle around 39 million passengers by 2025.
easyJet and Vueling are leading foreign airlines
Air France and its regional subsidiary HOP! accounted for
around 35% of seat capacity at Orly in 2019, with Air
France’s in-house LCC, Transavia, registering a further
15% share of airport seats. The biggest foreign airlines
are easyJet (12% of seats) and Vueling (11%) who both
also have bases at the airport. Among the top 15 airlines
last year none grew their seat capacity by more than
10%.
Spain is leading international market
Spain is the biggest international country market from
Orly in 2019, well ahead of Italy, Portugal and Morocco
who are all vying for second place. There are three
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African markets in the top 15 (shown in green) along
with six European countries (shown in blue). Other
French territories make up most of the remaining
markets.
Since the collapse of Aigle Azur last September and the
reallocation of the airline’s slots, new routes have been
launched by Air France (to Algiers), Chalair (to Quimper),
LEVEL (to Las Vegas), Lufthansa (to Munich) and
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Transavia France (to Fuerteventura, Ouarzazate and
Lanzarote), while new routes were planned for this
summer by Air France (to Ibiza, Madrid and Munich),
Corsair (to New York JFK), easyJet (to Bristol), French Bee
(to New York EWR), S7 Airlines (to Moscow DME),
Transavia France (to Amman, Ancona, Bari, Pula, Riga
and various destinations in Algeria) and Wizz Air (to
Budapest and Warsaw).

6

Latest European route news
Note
Unlike in the previous two issues of The ANKER Report
where we have looked at routes that were supposed to
have launched during the time period under review, in
this issue we are once again focussing on routes that
actually launched between Saturday 16 May and Friday
12 June. Many of the routes that were supposed to
have started during this period, especially the leisure
routes, have just been delayed a few weeks or
whenever flight bans will be lifted in the countries
concerned.
For a regular update on the latest developments
regarding schedule changes of airlines across Europe
we recommend the website airlineroute.net.
Air Leap (IATA code FL), a Swedish regional airline
founded in 2018, began connecting Stockholm ARN and
Stockholm BMA with Visby, on the Swedish island of
Gotland. Both routes launched on 25 May and are being
flown 6-weekly using its fleet of four 33- to 36-seat Saab
340s. Competition on the Arlanda route currently comes
from Amapola Flyg’s 5-weekly Fokker 50 service, while
there is currently no competition on the Bromma route.

However, according to Cirium Data and Analytics, SAS
plans to resume service on the 225-kilometre Arlanda
route from 22 June, with up to six daily flights, mostly
operated by Regional Jet of Estonia using ATR 72s. The
190-kilometre Bromma route was previously flown by
BRA, with schedule data suggesting that the carrier will
return to the route from 1 September with up to nine
daily flights. Last year almost 450,000 passengers flew
to/from Visby (nearly all on domestic flights), with July
being by far the busiest month with almost 70,000
passengers.
DAT (IATA code DX) on 8 June began 18-weekly service
on the Danish domestic sector between Aalborg and
Copenhagen using ATR 42s. The 240-kilometre route is
also currently flown by SAS with 16-weekly flights
operated by CityJet using its CRJ 900s. From 22 June, SAS
appears to be increasing frequency to around 7-daily and
also using its own Airbus on some frequencies. From 1
July, most of the daily frequencies will be taken over by
Regional Jet of Estonia using ATR 72s. Norwegian, which
operated the route with multiple-daily flights before the
pandemic, is currently planning to resume service, with,
on average, four daily flights, from 1 July, using its 737800s. DAT also operates up to 3-daily on the 150kilometre route between Copenhagen and Ronneby.

Wizz Air, which has had an incredibly busy ‘lockdown’,
announcing well over 100 new routes for this summer,
started four new routes in the first few days of June,
involving seven airports in six different countries. On 1
June, a 6-weekly service (daily from September) was
introduced between Budapest and Brussels BRU, which
will compete this summer with Brussels Airlines’s 5weekly service and LOT’s 12-weekly service. This is the
airline’s first ever route to Brussels BRU, although it
already serves Brussels CRL from a dozen airports. The
same day saw the launch of service between Sofia and
London LGW, initially 5-weekly, increasing to daily in
July. Competition on this route will comes from easyJet
later this summer. On 3 June Wizz Air added another
new route from Sofia, this time to Billund in Denmark, a
2-weekly service that will face no direct competition.
Finally, on 4 June, Wizz Air launched the first of several
new routes this summer from London LTN, a 2-weekly
service to Gran Canaria in the Canary Islands. This is the
carrier’s first ever route to Gran Canaria. Given the UK’s
recently introduced quarantine requirements, it would
be interesting to know how full the flights on this route
are. Flightradar24.com confirms that the flights have
operated although media reports in the UK suggest that
the Canary Islands are not expecting UK visitors until
July. A second route to Gran Canaria, from Milan MXP, is
set to start on 5 July. This will also operate 2-weekly. This
summer Wizz Air will be serving Billund from 11
airports.

Luxair (IATA code LG) resumed operations from
Luxembourg on 29 May and one of its first routes was
the reintroduction of flights to Stockholm ARN, a route it
last served in October 2018. The resumed service will
operate 4-weekly with Q400s. SAS started operating the
1,350-kilometre route last November and is resuming its
own operation with 4-weekly flights in mid-August.
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Eurowings has almost 40% of Düsseldorf passengers; should serve 90
destinations this summer from its biggest base, including US routes
In 2014 Lufthansa made the decision that it would only
operate flights to and from its main hubs at Frankfurt
and Munich. All other Lufthansa services would be
transferred to its low-cost subsidiary Eurowings. Up until
then, Lufthansa and airberlin had each accounted for
around one-third of capacity at Düsseldorf, Germany’s
third busiest airport.
Over 50 routes handed over to Eurowings
During 2014, over 50 Düsseldorf routes were transferred
from Lufthansa to Eurowings. This left Lufthansa with its
two hub-feeding routes to Frankfurt and Munich, as well
as Newark service (until 2019), Chicago (in 2015) and a
few seasonal flights to Miami (in 2017 and 2018).
Eurowings continued to add capacity at Dusseldorf in
each subsequent year, and became the airport’s leading
carrier when airberlin collapsed in late 2017. In 2019,
Eurowings accounted for 37% of annual seat capacity
with Lufthansa having a further 8%. Last year, the next
biggest carriers at the airport, according to Cirium Data
and Analytics, were Condor, Lauda, TUIfly, SunExpress
and Turkish Airlines.
Between 2015 and 2019, Eurowings added more routes
than it dropped in Dusseldorf, increasing its network to
almost 100 routes. It is now Eurowings’s biggest base,
offering almost twice as many seats in 2019 as from its
other main bases at Cologne Bonn, Hamburg and
Stuttgart.
According to the latest schedule data, Eurowings looks
set to drop 13 destinations from Dusseldorf in 2020,
including five long-haul routes. Hopefully, some of these
route closures may only be temporary as a result of the
pandemic.
Two new international routes are planned to Larnaka
(Cyprus) and Santorini (Greece), while operations in
Berlin will switch to the new Berlin Brandenburg Airport
when it finally opens later this year. A number of flights
to Romanian regional airports have also been operated
recently to help bring in experienced fruit and vegetable
pickers.
Palma de Mallorca is #1 route for ASKs
Looking at the airline’s leading routes last summer by
ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), five of the top 10
routes were to destinations in the US (shown in blue),
one was in Asia (Bangkok) and three were in the
Caribbean and Latin America (Cancun, Puerto Plata and
Varadero). The US flights were operated on behalf of
Eurowings by Brussels Airlines, while SunExpress
provided the aircraft for the other long-haul routes.
However, top of the rankings was the popular German
tourist destination of Palma de Mallorca, with almost 50
weekly flights. Competition on this route came from four
other carriers last summer.
The next biggest European routes (shown in purple)
were to Vienna (also served by Austrian Airlines), Berlin
TXL (competing with easyJet), Barcelona (competing with
Vueling) and Pristina.

Apart from Palma (49-weekly), Berlin (59) and Vienna
(33), which all ranked in the top 15 for ASKs, several
other destinations were served at least 3-daily by
Eurowings in August 2019; Hamburg (42-weekly),

Munich (34), Zurich (29), London LHR (28), Nuremberg
(22) and Stuttgart (21). Some 40 routes were served at
least daily while 14 destinations welcomed just a single
weekly service from Eurowings.

Eurowings’s network developments from Düsseldorf 2014-2020
Year

Destinations served from Düsseldorf

2014

Ancona, Balaton, Barcelona, Bari, Basel, Bastia, Berlin TXL, Bilbao, Birmingham, Bucharest, Budapest,
Cagliari, Cardiff, Catania, Dresden, Dublin, Dubrovnik, Geneva, Glasgow, Gothenburg, Hamburg, Heraklion,
Heringsdorf, Ibiza, Istanbul SAW, Izmir, Katowice, Lamezia Terme, Leipzig, London LHR, London STN, Lyon,
Madrid, Malaga, Manchester, Milan MXP, Montpellier, Moscow VKO, Naples, Newcastle, Newquay, Nice,
Nuremberg, Olbia, Palma de Mallorca, Paris CDG, Poznan, Prague, Rijeka, Rome FCO, St. Petersburg,
Stockholm ARN, Thessaloniki, Turin, Valencia, Venice VCE, Vienna, Warsaw, Wroclaw, Zadar

Destinations no longer served

2015

Ankara, Antalya, Athens, Edremit, Faro, Jerez, Jersey, Kayseri, Kutahya, Marseille, Porto, Reykjavik,
Rhodes, Zurich

Ancona, Balaton, Bastia, Cardiff, Turin

2016

Alicante, Bastia, Brindisi, East Midlands, Edinburgh, Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, Kavala, Lanzarote,
Lisbon, Menorca, Tenerife TFS, Varna

Edremit, Istanbul SAW, Kayseri, London STN, Madrid,
Moscow VKO, St. Petersburg

2017

Agadir, Cancun, Chania, Funchal, Innsbruck, Krakow, La Palma, Marrakech, Puerto Plata, Pula, Punta Cana,
Salzburg, Sylt, Tivat, Varadero, Zagreb, Zakynthos

Antalya, East Midlands, Poznan

2018

Bangkok, Bologna, Copenhagen, Corfu, Florence, Fort Myers, Guernsey, Havana, Kos, Kosice, Miami,
Montego Bay, Mostar, Munich, New York EWR, New York JFK, Samos, Stuttgart

Ankara, Katowice, Reykjavik

2019

Gdansk, Genoa, Las Vegas, Ohrid, Sofia, Tirana

Innsbruck, Warsaw

2020

Berlin BER, Larnaka, Santorini

Bangkok, Cancun, Funchal, Genoa, Glasgow, Izmir, Las
Vegas, Montpellier, Montego Bay, Mostar, Ohrid, Puerto
Plata, Varna

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for January 2013 to December 2020.
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Corendon
... American Airlines and Ryanair in 2019
DubrovnikAirlines
welcomed
Located at the southern tip of Croatia on the Adriatic Coast,
Dubrovnik is closer to the capitals of Albania, Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia than it is to Zagreb, the
capital of Croatia.
The airport serving the city lies around 20 kilometres southeast of the city centre. It first handled over one million
passengers back in 1978, when it was part of Yugoslavia.
Following the break-up of Yugoslavia in 1991 and the on-going
armed conflict in the region, the airport handled virtually no
passengers at all in 1992. Passenger numbers passed 100,000
in 1996 and grew rapidly thereafter. Since then, only once (in
2009) have passenger numbers failed to grow and last year
the airport handled over 2.8 million passengers.
Traffic is very seasonal at the airport, with fewer than 30,000
passengers in January 2019 and over 500,000 in both July and
August.
The biggest airlines in 2019 by scheduled seat capacity were
Croatia Airlines (303k departing seats, +2%), easyJet (248k,
+28%), Jet2.com (116k, +17%), Vueling (88k, +12%) and
Lufthansa (77k, +19%).
New carriers at the airport in 2019 included American Airlines
(with flights from Philadelphia) and Ryanair (with 4-weekly
service from Dublin). However, flights from Flybe (from
London SEN) and Germania did not resume in 2019. Lauda
was supposed to be a new carrier in 2020 (from Vienna) but
this remains to be seen as Ryanair considers its options.

Shannon dominated by Ryanair, Aer Lingus and US carriers
Located on Ireland’s west coast in County Clare, Shannon
Airport serves nearby Limerick in County Limerick, Ireland’s
third biggest urban centre (after Dublin and Cork). For many
years the airport was best known as a stopping off point for
transatlantic flights to the US.
Passenger numbers peaked in 2006 and 2007 at over 3.5
million. At this time, all transatlantic flights between Dublin
and the US were still required to stop off in Shannon. This rule
was finally abolished in 2008 and passenger numbers fell
rapidly to just over 1.4 million in 2012.
Back in 2007 Ryanair were responsible for over half of all
flights and seats at the airport (and serving around 30
destinations non-stop), with Aer Lingus having a further 32%
of the market and US and Canadian carriers accounting for
most of the rest. At one time or other, Ryanair has offered
flights to over 50 different airports from Shannon. New
Ryanair destinations in 2019 were East Midlands and Ibiza.
In 2019 Ryanair still had 50% of the Shannon market (and 18
routes) followed by Aer Lingus, with 39%, operating eight
routes (with Barcelona and Paris CDG set to be added in
2020), including Boston and New York JFK. Other non-stop US
routes were provided by American Airlines (to Philadelphia),
Delta Air Lines (to New York JFK) and United Airlines (to
Newark). In 2018, Norwegian had been offering non-stop
flights to New York SWF and Providence in Rhode Island.

Stavanger sees Norwegian and SAS competing; Wizz Air expanding
Stavanger, in south-west Norway, is the centre of the
Norwegian oil and gas industry. The airport serving the city
was Norway’s fourth busiest in 2019 with 4.31 million
passengers, behind Oslo (28.59m), Bergen (6.50m) and
Trondheim (4.38m). Traffic peaked in 2014 with just over 4.7
million passengers. In 2003 only just over 2.5 million
passengers had passed through the airport.
Last year, there were almost 2.5 million passengers on
scheduled domestic flights, 1.6 million on international flights
and over 200,000 passengers on ‘offshore’ flights to the oil
and gas rigs.
Over 40% of seats are on a single route, to Oslo, served by
both Norwegian and SAS. The next five busiest routes are
Bergen (a flight sector of just 160 kilometres but around a five
hour journey by car and served by both SAS and Widerøe),
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Aberdeen (the UK’s centre for the
oil and gas industry) and Trondheim.
Last year, SAS accounted for almost 50% of seats at the
airport, followed by Norwegian (31%) and Widerøe (just over
7%). Other carriers serving Stavanger last year were airBaltic
(serving Riga in the summer), KLM (serving Amsterdam with
up to five daily flights), Loganair (serving Edinburgh and
Newcastle) and Wizz Air (serving Budapest, Gdansk, Katowice,
Kaunas, London LTN and Szczecin, with Krakow service set to
launch later this summer).
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Ryanair clarifies July 2020 schedule; capacity down 58% while the
number of routes has dropped 19% from 1,850 to just over 1,500
Ryanair announced a few weeks ago that when it
resumed its proper flying programme in July, that it
would be operating around 40% of its planned capacity
and 90% of its routes. With its schedule data for July
now available in Cirium Data and Analytics, The ANKER
Report can confirm that compared with last July,
Ryanair’s currently planned capacity is down 58%. It is
planning to operate almost 32,000 flights in July
compared with over 76,000 in July 2019.
Israel, Greece and Cyprus cuts below 50%
Looking at the airline’s top 15 bases by flights in July
2019, Ryanair has cut flights by between 49% (at
Manchester) and 67% (at Palma de Mallorca). Note that
five of the airline’s top 15 bases are in Spain, three are in
Italy and two each in Portugal and the UK. That leaves
one each in Belgium, Germany and Ireland.
At a country level, the airline’s three biggest markets
(Spain, Italy and the UK) are all expected to see cuts of
between 55% and 60%. Germany’s cuts are a little higher
at 65%, partly due to the airline’s previous decision to
close its base in Nuremberg.
Countries with slightly lower cuts are Israel (down just
18%), Greece (down 43%), Cyprus (down 44%), Hungary,
Malta and Poland (all down 52%). CEO Michael O’Leary
said recently that the only weakness in bookings was the
demand for travel from outside the UK into the UK,
primarily because of the UK’s quarantine rules. It should
be noted that Ireland also has a 14-day quarantine rule
in place for arrivals (since 28 May), but this is set to be
reviewed on 18 June.
11 ‘abandoned’ airports
Comparing July 20 and July 19 figures reveals that 11
airports which welcomed Ryanair flights last July will not
see any of the airline’s aircraft this July. These airports
are spread across nine different countries; Bosnia &
Herzegovina (Banja Luka), Denmark (Aalborg), Finland
(Tampere), France (Rodez and Strasbourg), Germany
(Munich), Greece (Kavala and Preveza), Morocco
(Ouarzazate), Serbia (Nis) and Sweden (Malmö). Of these
Munich had the most weekly flights (14) which
comprised 11-weekly to Dublin and 3-weekly to Alicante.
Banja Luka and Nis both welcomed eight flights per
week, Ouarzazate and Rodez six each, Strasbourg four,
Aalborg three, Malmö and Tampere two each and the
two Greek airports just a single flight per week.
In addition to the 11 airports losing all their Ryanair
flights, another 15 airports will see cuts of at least 75%.
These are shown in the graph, which also highlights how
many weekly departing flights Ryanair operated in July
2019 and plans to operate in July 2020. This includes a
number of airports that were bases in 2019 (Nuremberg
and Stockholm NYO) and airports that were still
designated bases in 2020 (Berlin TXL, Girona, Pescara
and Zadar).
19% fewer routes this July
At a route level, Ryanair operated 1,850 routes in July
2019. This July the carrier is planning to operate 1,502
routes based on analysis of the schedule data. Compared
with last July, Ryanair has added 102 new routes, but
dropped (for now) 450, for a net reduction of 348. This
means that compared with last July Ryanair’s network
has shrunk by around 19%. Of course, some of the 450
dropped routes may well be added back in August or
September, depending on how things go for the airline.
Of the routes not being operated this July, those with
the highest weekly ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) in
July 2019 are shown in the graph. The 11-weekly Dublin
to Munich route leads the way. Ten of the 15 routes
involve at least one airport in Spain, with six routes
involving one of the airports in the Canary Islands.
Eight routes served more than daily last July are not
served this July. Apart from Dublin-Munich (11-weekly)
and Stansted-Nuremberg (12-weekly), the other highfrequency lost routes are Dublin-London SEN (14weekly), Bucharest-Timisoara (12-weekly), Lisbon-Porto
(10-weekly), Brussels CRL-Prague (9-weekly), Brussels
CRL-Copenhagen (8-weekly) and Cologne Bonn-Berlin
SXF (also 8-weekly).
A further 19 routes flown daily last July will not be
available to book this July.
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